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Editors Introduction

This paper is the edited transcript of Lt. Colonel Freer's presentation. The figures were the over head projection transparencies.

Lt. Colonel Freer’s Paper

We run the GPS Master Control Station from the Second Space Operation Squadron out of Falcon Air Force Base, Colorado. This is our squadron symbol (Figure 1); the real story here is a big success story in terms of where GPS has gone and especially how PTTI applications have been so much a big part of GPS and how much a part of PTTI that GPS has become.

They asked me to speak this year and give you an update on what is going on with GPS. The message as far as GPS and PTTI are concerned is all a good one. I want to talk a few minutes this afternoon about the performance of GPS and then discuss the Federal Radionavigation Plan (Figure 2), which is a document outside the purview of the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Transportation (DoT). One of the concerns with GPS, to not only the time users, but to a lot of other folks, is that the DoD has pretty much guarded GPS operations; and I want to talk a little bit about what the DoD and the DoT have signed up to in terms of assurances to this community and to aviation interests, as well as other modes of transportation in terms of GPS continuity and availability. Finally, I will bring up a couple of issues that hopefully will be of interest to many in this group.

The Federal Radionavigation Plan was the topic chosen because a person from the utility industry got up at last years PTTI and asked a question on how we can be assured that somebody is not going to turn GPS off tomorrow or the next day. I want to spend a little time on that logic because the military is very reliant on GPS and we’re planning on operating it into the foreseeable future. So I will give you some of the real words in that regard straight from
that plan. And, then I will discuss with you some of the issues that are current, including a blue ribbon panel between the DoT and the DoD that is looking at GPS management, operations, funding, etc.

Here is a slide in terms of GPS performance (Figure 3). Again, the performance charts are really a good news story. We talked about requirements, performance; you see that we don’t even get on the requirements scale. We are looking at 100 ns as the specification that we are trying to meet; and it doesn’t even make it onto the chart. So it is a good news story all around in terms of the UTC USNO time transfer that goes on with the GPS constellation.

We have 26 satellites on orbit. I will get into the status of the individual satellites, but it is a very successful program, time transfer being a by-product of the primary emphasis of navigation. For those who don’t understand all of how GPS works, a nanosecond of time error equates to about a foot of navigation error in terms of the way we do business in looking at the navigation specifications. So, time is extremely important to getting all our error rates for the primary mission down into the requirements.

I will talk a little bit more about it later, but time transfer keeps finding better and better ways to do business, especially when it comes to secure telecommunications, cryptosynching, and into the next generation commercial telecommunication requirements. As we try to work at the margins in terms of better ways to do telecommunications; packet, burst, etc. GPS promises to be valuable.

I put this slide (Figure 4) up just to show you that again GPS is performing its primary mission extremely effectively. The reason I want to talk to you about this slide is this: the requirements for GPS, as I mentioned are in time 100 ns, the availability and the reliability requirements on GPS are far less than the actual performance of the system to date (Figure 5). So we get to the “chicken or the egg,” what is the requirement? I think we need to start thinking about what is the expectation. In other words, I think the expectation is that we never get worse than what we have today, and that we look for ways to improve it. How we get that expectation into hard requirements that people can defend in the budget process is not a trivial task. But requirements, if you look at the hard definition of military requirements or specifications, the answer is that we are doing much better than we should be, so I cannot have any money to make any improvements. I think that logic does not follow. People expect GPS service at its current rate or better; then we need to figure out how we make those expectations and customer satisfaction indexes into requirements. Because unless we tackle that, we cannot do a very good job of defending the budget to make improvements to support PTTI capabilities.

I put this slide (Figure 5) up to show you that while some of you are focused strictly on PTTI, GPS is not. GPS has an important secondary payload of nuclear detonation detection. As we were saying at our workshop, the sensors and the sophistication of those secondary payloads actually takes up more time than the primary navigation clock payload activity on to meet our primary mission. A very important treaty monitoring capability, a very important national security capability, and clearly a political activity in terms of “civilianizing” what we currently know as “GPS.” It is easy for people to say let’s set up a civil organization to do GPS; but my input is that this secondary payload has a lot of heavy hitters that are going to be very hesitant to let that happen.
This slide (Figure 6) shows a look at time transfer. It goes from plus 60 to minus 60 ns. Over the course of up to three years, that is our daily performance. I am going to get into some more time transfer performance in a moment. But again, that is looking back. This peak is J-Day 355. Last Christmas season, we were doing some calibrations between USNO and we had a little miscommunication between a master control station. And we think we have those procedures ironed out. As a matter of fact, we did learn some lessons from that. Some more updated, a little bit less crunched data. Again, here is a look at a different way to format a quarter’s worth of GPS data (Figure 7), the third quarter of '93. And we are now looking at RMS here as what we think is a better measurement of how we are doing in terms of steering to USNO. And you would expect that is okay only if your axis kind of goes around zero; I think this information points that, at least from a cursory look, that is the case.

Expanding a little bit more into the more current data, again it is a good news story (Figure 8). The margins there on the axis, plus or minus 20 ns, are five times better than specified. So GPS continues to perform with no regard with what the requirement is, in that we are looking for ways to do it better every day; and not provide any less service than people have come to expect to satisfy our customers. Again that is kind of not the schooled solution, but I think it is something that we on the government side of things need to be able to articulate on and then defend: that GPS is becoming a utility; in many ways it will soon be a utility that people are not going to expect less service than is available today — to the PTWI community, to the navigation community, or to people that rely on it for a variety of other applications, geodesy, etc., etc. So we don’t really spend too much time patting ourselves on the back saying that we’re exceeding specifications or meeting everybody’s requirements. We are looking for ways to do better and looking to working with the community, both industry and other government agencies, to improve on an already-good product so that it will continue to be a national asset; and we will be good stewards of that national resource.

Here is the performance chart (Figure 9) that I would like to spend the most time on. And I will start at the top. These are the four satellites per plane; these are the planes we have on orbit. Please note the legend. As you can see, there is a little bit of activity in terms of clocks. The three Block 1 clocks are all on rubidium; that is SVN 10, 9 and 11. Nine is grounded right now because it is in eclipse season. However, there is another satellite, Block 2-A, SVN 37, that is in that same slot, so no big deal; except that Selective Availability ("SA") is turned on for all the Block-2 satellites. Some of you may have seen that. Eleven is a satellite that was qual-tested twice. Some of the parts weren’t flight tested, but we flew them anyway. And it is performing very well. However, we are starting to see some problems with static-electric discharge so we give that satellite lots of care and attention. Unfortunately, the automatic features that check for proper signal on Block-2s weren’t built into this satellite. It can run away and give you a bad time before we are able to set it "unhealthy" and basically turn it off. It looks like we will swap out the clocks on SVN 21 and SVN 16 in the next six months. They are displaying normal degradation and each satellite still has 3 spare clocks.

For those who are relying on GPS and have the capability to take out SA, which most of the sets do, I would stay away from 11 if you can get it out of your clock solution. If by chance you don’t have that capability, then I would strongly recommend that you follow any suspected anomalies with checking on the notices and advisories that we put have out; because we have
seen some problems with that clock.

SVN 10 is actually the satellite that is producing the navigation signal in Slot A-1. SVN 39 which is also in slot A-1 has been operated since November 2 without any updates to the clock or the navigation package, and we're going through and watching what we call an "extended navigation" portion of the payload test. The requirements were for it to operate and gracefully decline for 180 days. We don't expect to do that, but we are collecting data for at least two-weeks of extended navigation with no uploads. There is probably some scientific interest in that and we will be glad to share that information with anybody who has a legitimate need.

SVN-19, we're having trouble with the course acquisition code. It is not a problem for timing -- well, maybe it would be. But it has been driven by interest in the navigation package to do carrier phase differential GPS on the standard positioning service; and we have a problem there that we are working on with our systems engineers.

Plane 2, all the satellites in this plane are in good shape. In August, we launched SVN-35 which has a laser retro-reflector on board as we try to sort out some clock movement versus error in ephemeris. The NRL folks are supporting this through the NASA laser network that we spoke about earlier this morning. We are excited to see some data. We don't expect it to have any immediate impact on the way we do business. In the long-term, we think we can fine-tune our Kalman filter and separate the clock error form the ephemeris error that we see in the constellation.

This satellite, SVN-31, is a second-source cesium clock; this is not a cigar, it's a thermometer. We found that it is a little temperature sensitive, and we are trying to get our arms around that. We are flying really four different companies' clocks on orbit right now. The rubidium clocks, Number 25, and all of the three Block-1 rubidium clocks are built by Rockwell. Most of the cesiums on the Block-2s were built by Frequency and Time Systems (FTS). And, we have two others: Frequency Electronics, Incorporated (FEI) built 31 and 32 and Kernco, Incorporated built 34 and one more. So we are actually flying three different kinds of cesiums. Right now, SVN 34 with a Kernco clock is the best performing clock we have on orbit.

The Federal Radionavigation Plan is updated every two years (Figure 10). The agreement was signed by the Secretary of Transportation and the Secretary of Defense. And GPS has now become kind of embedded in almost every page of this document. In terms of timing accuracy, they talk about two requirements, first, 100 percent availability at full operational capability. And second is the key that I wanted to emphasize: the guarantee by the U.S. Government (not the DoD but the personnel above the DoD), continuous GPS use for the foreseeable future; and a commitment by the President for six-years notice to any termination to GPS service as you know it today, which means free of direct charge. There is lots of talk to "get GPS out of DoD's control;" in fact, it is already being governed by the civilians who are in charge of DoD and work with other interagencies, especially the DoT, in terms of the way we do business. Let me make it perfectly clear that I DO NOT have a dial that changes the selective availability level at the master control station, nor does anybody in a military uniform have authority to direct that. That has got to come from the civilian sector and probably the President, in terms of changing selective availability on GPS.

Finally, a couple of issues (Figure 11). Initial operational capability and full operational
capability. September 30, our commander of Space Command sent the message to the air staff saying that we think we're at an initial operation capability; the Secretary of Defense sometime this month is expected to notify the Secretary of Transportation that we have achieved initial operational capability and make it available to civil use in the transportation world. A "full operational capability" is a military term that will occur probably in February of '95; it has more to do with the maintainability and sustainability of the equipment that we use to run the operational control segment.

DoT-DoD Task Force is meeting; the report is due out this month as well. Initial indications are that, it doesn't make any radical changes to the way GPS has operated. It does make some recommendations in terms of cost reimbursement for enhanced GPS, which is differential GPS at this point. There is also some discussion about wide-area differential and local differential, using GPS. This is not really a timing issue. As I mentioned, we are testing SVN 39 and getting a lot of good information about the way the system works with a clock on orbit that is not updated and steered. That test we expect to be completed in the next couple of weeks.